It’s Magical, it’s Mesmerizing...

D’LITE Flight™

Visit www.DLite.com
For a video preview of D’Lite Flight™

Your hands appear unmistakably empty as you float a brilliant twinkling light around the room.

Move freely around the stage or the room as a tiny brilliant flickering light floats about your hands, over your head, around your body, the room, or even outdoors if you like. Under your control at all times, the light can come and go, travel from one object to another, fly around your body, land on your hand or shoulder, or practically anywhere you want it to.

D’Lite Flight™ is a state of the art electronic wonder. This high quality, extremely reliable apparatus was engineered to last a very long time, and can be used over and over again. Supplied to you ready to perform, D’Lite Flight™ uses no threads. There is no set up. Absolutely no preparation is necessary, and there are no complicated hook-ups to your body or anything else. D’Lite Flight™ is ready to be used at any time during your act. There is no reset, so you can repeat the appearance of the light as often as you wish during your performance.

D’Lite Flight™ comes to you in Red, and includes two easily interchangeable backup gimmicks also in red. Additional replacement gimmicks are available in Blue, True Green, Golden Yellow, and White for $14.95 per pair.

Designed for low light situations, and ideal for Stage or Parlor, you will have lots of fun using one or even two D’Lite Flights™ at the same time. Used alone or in conjunction with D’Lite®, this versatile prop is limited only by your imagination.